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a b s t r a c t

Demands for energy savings, thermal and visual comfort and a high-tech image for new building
envelopes can be met with a Double Skin Façade (DSF). These kinds of building envelopes are widely
encouraged, proposed and increasingly designed by architects. Naturally ventilated DSFs seem very
interesting from an energy point of view, but a good design is crucial to improve the energy savings and
the proper operation of the system. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) can play an important role in
evaluating and improving the thermal behaviour of a DSF. This paper shows, through a sensitivity
analysis, a good strategy for carrying out a CFD simulation of this special building envelope. In this work
the validations of the results are based on experimental data from the literature.

The paper provides a discussion that highlights which factors are important in the simulation, and
which increase model complexity without improving the prediction capacity. The results show that, for
a DSF characterized by a prevalent bidirectional flow, the additional effort required to make a 3D model is
not justified by a significant improvement of the results. This work shows also that the accuracy can be
improved by modelling outdoor ambient. The performance of k-ε and k-u, the two most commonly used
turbulent models for simulating the naturally ventilated DSF is evaluated.

� 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In the last years, new building envelope systems have been
developed in order to improve thermal insulation, to shade solar
radiation and to provide suitable thermal and visual comfort
conditions. One of these special types of envelopes is “Double Skin
Façade” (DSF). DSF are made with two layers of glass separated by
a significant amount of air space. The space between the glasses can
be ventilated with three different strategies: mechanical ventila-
tion, natural ventilation or hybrid. The ventilation of the air gap
contributes to saving energy both during the summer and the
winter time. In fact, during the winter time, the air between the
glass is heated by the sun rays (greenhouse effect [1]), thus
improving the thermal performance of the façade with a conse-
quent reduction of heating costs. With hybrid ventilation systems,
during the winter, the fresh air can be pre-heated in the DSF gap
before entering in the HVAC system. During the summer, the air
flow through the DSF (mechanical or natural) can help to decrease
the temperature in the gap.
: þ1 510 643 5571.
asut@gmail.com (W. Pasut).
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A blind for solar control is usually installed in the DSF gap. In
addiction to reducing heat gain during the summer, this blind
increases airflow through the gap with a strong buoyancy effect. In
mild seasons, stack effect occurring in the intermediate space can
be used as driving force to promote natural ventilation of thewhole
building [2].

The correct behaviour of a DSF is the key to increasing energy
savings, but correct behaviour requires the structure to be designed
correctly. One of the weakest spots of this kind of envelope is the
design, especially for naturally ventilated façades, where the
thermal process and the airflow mechanism influence each other.
The magnitude and extent of this interaction depend on the
geometric features of system, and the thermal and optical proper-
ties of various components.

Ventilated facades are already a common feature of architectural
competitions in Europe; but there are still relatively few buildings
inwhich they have actually been realized, and there is still too little
experience of their behaviour in operation [1,3,4]. For this reason
the CFD analysis could be one of themost important tools to predict
the behaviour of DSF and help architects make decisions during the
design process.

In the literature there are several examples of using CFD to study
the behaviour, features and energy consumption of a DSF [5e7].
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Fig. 1. Section of double skin façade.
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The advances in computing power and commercial CFD software
available to building mechanical engineers make it possible to use
this tool [8]. Using CFD does not necessarily ensure accurate results
[9] and it requires engineering judgment [8,10]. Thus the steps of
validation, verification, and reporting results described by Chen
and Srebric [8] are of great importance.

This research discusses the primary parameters that can influ-
ence CFD results during a modelization of natural ventilated DSF.
This was carried out through an accurate sensitivity analysis.

The model was compared by using Mei’ measurements [11].
These measures were used for two reasons:

� they were carried out in a laboratory, so they were not influ-
enced by wind. The instability of wind can strongly influence
the DSF behaviour and make the comparison between CFD and
experimental results problematic;

� the velocity and temperature fields inside the gap are pre-
sented in the Mei’ paper. These can be compared with the CFD
velocity and thermal fields to better understand the impact of
a different user’s choices;

The key points of a sensitive analysis are:

� air property definitions, as constants or as a function of
temperature;

� turbulence model;
� presence or absence of external environment;
� 2D or 3D model.

The scope of this work is to show the effects that principal
simulation parameters have on CFD results. The scope was not to
validate the model. This is because of the other actions, like
modifying the CFD model dimensions [5], were not performed in
order to improve the results agreement.

The model was realized with the commercial software Fluent
[15]. Fluent was used in other similar works [10] [6].

2. Case description

In this work a typical single-story commercial façade was
modelized. The main dimensions of a double skinwere drawn from
an article by Mei [11]. The CFD model was realized with the
following dimensions: the outer skin of the façade is a single 12mm
thick clear glass pane, which is 144 cm wide and 206 cm high
comprising an aluminium frame. The glass area is 128 cmwide and
191 cm high. In the Mei’ case study both the air intake and exhaust
of the DSF are designed as a commercial grille arrangement to
permit air flow through the façade cavity. The grilles are 24 cm high
and 145 cm wide. Each grille has three 4.5 cm high spaces for air
ingress and egress. The inner skin is 138 cm� 200 cm and the glass
area is 122 cm � 185 cm. The sun-shading blind is a venetian type
blind. The blind is made of aluminium and is 2.1 m high and
1.45 mwide. The blades are 8 cm wide and the blade angle is 45�.
The cavity of air is 55 cm wide and the blind is located at one third
of the cavity width as measured from the outer skin [11]. With
these dimensions the CFD model was realised. The Mei’ test was
carried out with fixed values for radiance, inner temperature, and
outer temperature. The values for those three parameters are
715 Wm�2 for the irradiance (used as a benchmark) and 20 �C for
both “indoor” and “outdoor” temperature.

3. Boundary conditions and numerical methods

The inside air temperature (temperature inside the room) was
the same as outside, 293.15 K. The air ingress and egress are
modelled as a pressure inlet and pressure outlet with the same
gauge total pressure equal to 0. In Fig. 1a simplified section of the
double skin is shown.

The solar radiation was not directly simulated but the surface
temperatures measured by Mai et al. were used as boundary
conditions. This was advantageous considering the next step of this
work, coupling of CFD program with the energy simulation
program “EnergyPlus” [12]. The method of combining CFD and ES
program will be the Virtual Dynamic Coupling (as proposed by
Chen and Van Der Kooi [13], and [14]), where temperatures are one
of the information exchanged between the two software.

The air density was defined as a polynomial function of
temperature as follows,

r¼ 3:34697� 0:01055708$T þ 1:10772e�5$T2 (1)

For this function the program Refprop 7 has been used.
The simulations used the first-order upwind scheme for all of

the variables except pressure. The pressure discretization used
the Body-Force Weighted scheme [15]. The SIMPLE algorithm
was adopted to couple the pressure and the momentum equa-
tions. Usually if the sum of absolute normalized residuals for all
of the cells in the domain became less than 10�6 for energy and
10�3 for other variables, the solution was considered converged
[16], but the simulations show that the velocity and tempera-
ture fields still changed after convergence. For this reason, to be
sure the results were stable, the number of iterations was
doubled.
3.1. Mesh features

The mesh and the relative number of cells is a critical parameter
that strongly influences the computational time. Increasing the
number of cells can often increase computational time by an order
of magnitude. Furthermore, the grid dimensions influence the
accuracy of CFD results and the value of yþ. The parameter yþ is
critical to the correct use of turbulence models. Before doing the
simulations different meshes were tested, for 2D and 3Dmodels, in
order to figure out the minimum amount of cells that can guarantee
the invariability of the results. An important feature of the mesh is
that the yþ value must be less than, or close to, 1 for the first grid
close to the walls. That has permitted the use of k-ε with enhanced
wall treatment, and k-u models as turbulent models.

In the 2D models the mesh used has:

� 436 000 nonuniform cells. The corresponding yþ was about 0.6
for the first grid close to the walls, and the computational time
was 7 s per iteration



Table 1
Excerpt from Zhang Z. et al [16] for the results in the case of natural convection in
a room.

Natural convection Compared items Turbulence models

k-ε RNG k-u SST

Mean temp. A A
Mean velocity B A
Turbulence C C

A ¼ good, B ¼ acceptable, C ¼ marginal, D ¼ poor.
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The 3D models:

� 1 930 000 nonuniform cells. The computational time was 45 s
per iteration. The yþ value was close to 1;

One important thing requires explanation. Firstly in order to
better understand the time per iteration, it is important know that
the simulations were conducted on a personal computer with
a Core2 2.0 GHz CPU and 2 GB memory.

4. Sensitivity analysis

An accurate sensitivity analysis was carried out for every
parameter that could influence the quality of the results. In this
section the different parameters are discussed separately.

4.1. Air properties

The existence of gravity and fluid density differentials cause the
buoyancy effects that move the air through the gap. The thermal
plumes are generated by the temperature difference between the
surfaces and the air. The temperature therefore influences the air
density as well as influences other air properties such as thermal
conductivity l [Wm�1 K�1] and cp [J kg�1 K�1]. The simulations can
be carried out with keeping the air properties l and cp as constant
values or considering as polynomial functions of temperature. It is
interesting to estimate how much the difference is between
treating these two parameters as constants and as functions of T.
The estimation can be done even without comparing the results of
two different CFD simulations, because the highest temperature
gradient in the DSF can be easily estimated. The following poly-
nomial functions were deduced with the program Refprop 7:

l ¼ � 0:43373e�3 þ 0:11699e�3$T � 0:12e�6$T2
h
Wm�1K�1

i

R2 ¼ 1 ð2Þ

cp ¼ 1032:28915� 0:20724$T

þ 0:40574e�3$T2
h
Wm�1K�1

i
R2 ¼ 0:998 (3)

The constant values for the same property were expressed for
the reference temperature T ¼ 293.14 [K]:

l ¼ 0:23549e�1
h
Wm�1K�1

i
(4)

cp ¼ 1006:4
h
Jkg�1K�1

i
(5)

The lower temperature in the model is the air temperature
(Tair ¼ 293.15), while the higher temperature is the external glass
temperature (Tex,gl ¼ 317.15). The max value for the thermal
gradient can be easily estimated. It is the difference between Tair
and Tex,gl, which is DT¼ 22. It means that lmaximum variation due
to the temperature gradient inside the DSF is Dl ¼ 0.00105
[Wm�1 K�1]. It is 2.6% of the l value at 293.15 K. For the cp value the
variation due to the DT is 1 [J kg�1 K�1], which means it is less than
0.1% of the cp value at 293.15 K. These results easily demonstrate
that considering the l and cp values as functions of temperature is
not worthy, since it only increases the execution time without
significant improvement of the CFD prediction.

4.2. Turbulence model

Proper selection of a turbulence modelling method is of great
importance to accuracy and efficiency of the model. Thus it is
important to conduct a sensitivity analysis for the two of most
popular turbulence model as well are used:

� k-u SST;
� k-ε RNG with enhanced wall function.

As presented in the Table 1, which is an excerpt from Zhang Z.
et al. [16], both models predict mean temperature and mean
velocity well in the presence of natural convection. The ratings in
Table 1 were deduced for an internal environment, but the results
are still valid for this work because theMei’ experiments are carried
out in an internal environment without wind.

Both k-ε and k-u are RANS turbulence eddy-viscosity models,
and they belong to the subcategory called Two-Equations. They use
the same equation for the turbulent kinetic energy k [17]:

k ¼ 1
2
u0iu

0
i (6)

but a different equation for rate of energy kinetic dissipation:

ε ¼ k3=2=l (7)[18]

u ¼ k3=2=l (8)[19]

The equation for turbulent eddy viscosity is also different:

mt ¼ rCm
k2

ε

for the k� εmodel (9)

where Cm is a constant equal to 0.09 for standard k-ε or 0.0845 per
k-ε RNG.

mt ¼ ra*
k
u

for the k� umodel (10)

where the coefficient a* damps the turbulent viscosity causing
a low-Reynolds-number correction [15]. The mt equation for SST is
more complicated; more details on this aspect could be found in to
Fluent User’s Guide [15].

The RNG k-ε model is similar in form to the standard k-ε model,
but includes the following refinements [15]:

� The RNG model has an additional term in its ε equation that
significantly improves the accuracy for rapidly strained flows.

� The effect of swirl on turbulence is included in the RNGmodel,
enhancing accuracy for swirling flows.

� The RNG theory provides an analytical formula for turbulent
Prandtl numbers, while the standard k-ε model uses user-
specified, constant values.

� While the standard k-ε model is a high-Reynolds-number
model, the RNG theory provides an analytically-derived
differential formula for effective viscosity that accounts for
low-Reynolds number effects. Effective use of this feature
does, however, depend on an appropriate treatment of the
near-wall region.



Table 2
Ratings for air velocity prediction.

Points

Simulation features 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2D, k-u SST C B D C A C D
2 2D, k-ε RNG C B C D A C C
3 2D, k-u SST, with external environ. C C D D C C A
4 2D, k-ε RNG, with external environ. C B C D A B B
5 3D, k-u SST B A C C C B D
6 3D, k-ε RNG C A B D B B C
7 3D, k-u SST, with external environ. B A D C D B D
8 3D, k-ε RNG, with external environ. B A B C B B C

Fig. 2. Scheme of the CFD model used with the external environment.
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The last point is the reason the Enhanced Wall Treatment was
adopted for the RNG k-ε model. During the simulations, the Full
Buoyancy Effects option was turned on [15].

The SST k-u model is similar to the standard k-u model, but
includes the following refinements:

� The standard k-u model and the transformed k-ε model are
both multiplied by a blending function and added together.
The blending function is designed to be one in the near-wall
region, which activates the standard k-u model, and zero
away from the surface, which activates the transformed k-ε
model.

� The SST model incorporates a damped cross-diffusion deriva-
tive term in the u equation.

� The definition of the turbulent viscosity is modified to account
for the transport of the turbulent shear stress.

� The modelling constants are different.
4.3. External environment

The presence or absence of external environment is another key
point investigated in this paper. In fact without the modelization of
Anemometers 

Fig. 3. Anemometers positions in the measurement work.
an ambient air close to the ingress and egress of a DSF, the user
must specify the air direction of the pressure inlet, and the air
direction and temperature of the backflow air in the pressure
outlet. Fig. 2 shows the CFD model with external environment. Its
dimensions are 3.8 m high by 1.2 m wide. The air direction for the
pressure inlet in the model without external environment, can be
left “Normal to Boundary”, which is the default setting, but in order
to improve the result quality an angle same as the ingress grill angle
was used for the air direction in the ingress boundary condition.
4.4. 2D or 3D model

The airflow pattern in the core region of a DSF is almost bidi-
rectional, but is the third direction negligible in comparison with
the other two? This was true in the Betts and Bokhari experimental
investigation of natural convection in a tall cavity [20], but what
this work has investigated is if the effects of third direction are
negligible also during the modelization of a natural ventilated DSF.
5. Results

The predicted results were compared with the experimental
data. The model accuracy criteria used to evaluate the difference
between experimental data and CFD results are quite similar to that
used by Zhang et al. [16]. This model quantifies the relative error
between prediction and measured points. If this error is less than
10% the rating is A, between 10% and 30% the rating is B, from 30% to
50% is C, while greater than 50% the rating is D. The scale was
improved in order to evaluate temperature results, because there
were a lot of points in the error range from 10% to 30%. To improve
the results’ legibility, the Bþ rating was added. This rating is
assigned for errors between 10% and 20%. For errors between 20%
and 30%, the B rating was still used.

The experimental datawere collected in the core of the DSFwith
seven omni-directional anemometers, these were arranged along
Table 3
Ratings for temperature prediction.

Points

Simulation features 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2D, k-u SST C C C C B C B
2 2D, k-ε RNG B B B B B C B
3 2D, k-u SST, with external environment B BD BD BD BD B BD
4 2D, k-ε RNG, with external environment B Bþ B B Bþ B Bþ
5 3D, k-u SST B B B B B B B
6 3D, k-ε RNG B B B B B C B
7 3D, k-u SST, with external environment B Bþ B B B C B
8 3D, k-ε RNG, with external environment B B B B B B B
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a line from the inner glass to the outer glass, as Fig. 3 shows. The
CFD data have been collected in the same positions.

Tables 2 and 3 show the ratings for velocity field and thermal
field respectively. The ratings are presented for every point. The
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points are enumerated from the inner glass to the outer glass. Figs
4e7 show the results compared with each other and with the
experimental data for velocity field. Figs 8e11 show the results for
air temperatures.
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Figs. 12 and 13 represent respectively the velocity field in the
double skin façade and the path line. As it can be seen from the two
figures that the cool air enters from the bottom inlet and slowly
rises into the gap moving from the inner glass to the external glass.
This phenomena can explainwhy the temperaturemeasured on the
right side of the gap are always lower than the temperatures
measured on the left side of the gap.

From the detail of the velocity field close to the blind in Fig. 14, it
can be seen that the air velocity through the blind is very slow and
no eddy is generated before and after the blind where the
anemometers are located.
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For sake of completeness in Fig.15 the temperature field into the
double skin façade is presented.
6. Discussion

The velocity field prediction is slightly improved by the
addition of external environment in the case using the RNG turbu-
lent model. In the case using the SST model, adding the external
environment worsens the prediction for two points and improves it
only for one. The thermal field prediction is noticeably improved in
both cases. For both cases the presence of external environment
improves the velocity prediction in the DSF part between the
venetian blind and the inner glass. More than 60% of the total air
flowing inside the DSF passes through this region. Thus improving
the prediction of this part gives better prediction in the entire DSF.

Switching from a 2D model to a 3D does not show an appre-
ciable difference in the results. It means that it is not worthy to
make a 3D model in case of DSF. The results of a 2D model are
almost as those of a 3D model even with a remarkable computa-
tional time saving.

Looking at the prediction results for point four in Table 2, almost
every simulation presents an unacceptable error for that point. One
likely reason for this is the slight differences between real case and
.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

[m]

onment, SST 2D, external environment, RNG

rimental results and simulations 1, 3, and 4.

.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
 [m]
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erimental results and simulations 4, 5, and 6.
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 RNG 3D, external environment, SST 3D, RNG
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Fig. 14. Particular of velocity [ms�1] field close to the central blind.

Fig. 12. Predicted velocity [ms�1] field in the double skin façade.
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model dimensions. In fact, the air flow comes through the venetian
blind from the inner part of DSF to the outer part, and point four is
the closest to the blind. It means that if the air velocity is measured
1 cm higher or lower, the value can change greatly.
Fig. 13. Path lines inside the double skin façade.

Fig. 15. Temperature [K] field in the double skin façade.
7. Conclusions

A CFD model for the natural ventilated double skin façade was
developed. The model can be used to predict the airflow patterns,
air temperature and air velocity distributions, and heat flux from
gap into the room. The model was validated using experimental
data collected in a full-scale double skin module test facility by Mai
et al. The computed air temperature, and velocity generally agree
well with the measured data. Furthermore the simulation results
show some interesting aspects:
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� in the natural ventilated DSF the velocity field is almost bidi-
rectional. This is the reason the 2D CFDmodel gives the same or
better results compared to a 3D model. It means that to study
this kind of DSF, a 2D model is the best choice because it
guarantees a good prediction with less time demand;

� the results are better for the models with k-ε RNG as a turbu-
lent model. Therefore the k-ε RNG model is advisable for good
results and also for good simulation stability;

� the external environment modelization is important for the
simulation quality. An adequate ambient air frees the user from
deciding the air inlet direction and makes this more reliable.

For the simulations the buoyancy force has to be underlined, as
it shows strong influence during the simulations. When the Bous-
sinesq approximation is not used (it can be used only for quite small
DT), the term r0 appears in the body-force term in the momentum
equations as (r � r0) g [15]. The term r0 is called the Operating
Density and it is defined by the CFD user. If it is not, the CFD program
uses the average density value calculated in the whole domain as
Operating Density. Defining the body-force in this way is slightly
detrimental for the prediction results. Setting the body-force for
every cell to a constant value instead of using the air-density of
neighboring cells causes different local behaviour for every
element. This has repercussions on the entire velocity field. The
simulations show that if no value is specified, the flow field is
erroneous. The reason is the average density is higher than the
density of air has at 293.15 K (outer temperature) this causes
a reverse flow for a big part of DSF. This is much more evident in
simulations where temperature differences are higher. Reasonable
results were collected with an Operation Density for the air at
293.15 K (this was the value for the simulations), but an approxi-
mation still influences the results.

More experimental work has still to be done in order to check
the validity of models with respect of other operating conditions,
i.e. different outside air temperatures as well as different values of
solar radiation.

Nomenclature

ui,j,k components of the velocity according to i, j,k [m s�1]
r air density [kg m�3]
mt turbulent viscosity [kg m�1 s�1]
k turbulent kinetic energy
Cm empirical constant in the k-ε equations
ε turbulence dissipation rate
u specific dissipation rate
a* this coefficient damps the turbulent viscosity causing

a low-Reynolds-number correction
l length scale
T temperature [K]
R2 coefficient of determination
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